Rubrik Licensing: Subscribe to Simplicity
Rubrik delivers the latest innovation with a single subscription license. With Rubrik, you can access the latest software features, refresh appliances
on autopilot and future proof for the cloud. Keep your data center modern for the hybrid cloud era with peace of mind.

OVERVIEW OF RUBRIK SECURITY CLOUD

FOUNDATION
EDITION

Keep your data resilient
and recoverable
to protect against
cyber attacks and
operational failure

BUSINESS
EDITION

Secure your data from
attack and proactively
monitor cyber threats,
such as ransomware

ENTERPRISE
EDITION
Secure your data,
continuously monitor
risks to your data, and
deliver orchestrated
recovery of your
applications in the event
of operational disruptions

10TB
(Backup Tier)

10TB
(Backup Tier)

200TB
(Backup Tier)

Universal Cloud
Licenses

Universal Cloud
Licenses

Universal Cloud
Licenses

Enterprise, Cloud, and SaaS Data Protection
Data
Resilience

Cyber-proof your enterprise data with air-gapped, immutable,
access-controlled backups
Rubrik Cloud Vault
Secure and archive your most valuable data with a cloud data vault
with the next level of immutability

Ransomware Monitoring & Investigation

Determine the scope of ransomware attacks, using high fidelity
machine learning to detect deletion, modifications, and encryptions

Sensitive Data Monitoring & Remediation
Data
Observability

Reduce sensitive data exposure and manage exfiltration risk by
discovering what types of sensitive data you have, where it lives, and
who has access to it

Threat Monitoring & Hunting

Prevent malware reinfection by analyzing the time-series history of
data for indicators of compromise to identify the initial point, scope,
and time of infection

Mass Recovery

Restore business operations quickly by recovering apps, files, or
users at scale
Data
Recovery

Threat Containment

Ensure safe and quick data recovery by quarantining data infected
with malware

Orchestrated Application Recovery

Recover applications quickly with pre-built workflows and disaster
recovery blueprints

Data Security Command Center

Identify security gaps, quantify data risk, and provide actionable
recommendations to improve data security posture

Cloud Data Protection*

Cyber-proof your cloud data with air-gapped, immutable, accesscontrolled backups

*Please note that cloud workload protection included in Rubrik subscription bundles are only for workloads migrating from on-premises
to the public cloud. Universal Cloud Licenses are available as an add-on to protect workloads residing in public cloud from the onset of the
subscription term.

HOW RUBRIK LICENSING WORKS
Rubrik subscription licenses are offered as a 3-year subscription that includes software, hardware of your choice and support. Throughout the
Rubrik subscription, you will receive access to Rubrik’s new software features. All Rubrik subscription licenses can be transferred to the cloud
during the term of the subscription at no additional license cost. Cloud licenses in Rubrik editions are eligible only for cloud migration use cases.
Renewal prices are predictable, which means no surprises at renewal time.
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